
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a consultant, network. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for consultant, network

Full benefits available, plus additional compensation for evenings and
weekends
Conducting claims and billing research for providers and problem solving to
come to a resolution
Build and maintain a scalable and cost effective infrastructure that can deliver
global VoIP and VaaS capabilities, and HD video collaboration in over 100
locations worldwide
Partner with the front office, back office, and devops teams, end users, and
business partners to solve complex challenges with innovative ways to
connect
Utilize network tools that monitor utilization, predict capacity requirements,
and manage inventory and configuration
Identify innovative opportunities and drive from idea to business case
development
Generate WAN and Internet solutions that will help support cloud-based
connectivity to Amazon Web Services and other Cloud Platforms
Provide technical direction and oversight to network support teams
Find and create new methods to increase performance, automation, and
scalability
Perform a trusted advisor role within the customer organizations to review
new installations and changes to services and infrastructures, ensuring from a
network perspective all issues are taken into consideration with respect to
standards, technology and the overall solutions
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System, electronical or Telecommunication engineer degree
Formal vendor training to professional certification standards, CISCO, HP,
RIVERBED, JUNIPER, ITIL
At least 5 years of experience in the relevant technical skill area, network
operation centre management, network deployment projects including third
party management
Experienced and fully competent in own area, and can share own expertise
and provide guidance and support to others
Proven experience on people management
May have developed specialist knowledge in one area but able to apply
knowledge/skills to a range of standard and non-standard activities


